
THE MILKY WAY
SAFEDI Commission:

A breastfeeding-in-paintings game at the National Gallery London

By The Women’s Art Activation System (WAAS) 



“A subversive delight”

 Anna MacDonald





Who are we?
The Women’s Art Activation System (WAAS) is 

an artist collective that aims to activate 

women’s art. Principal artists Sharon Bennett 

and Sarah Dixon collaborate to make live art, 

performance and socially engaged works.   

In August 2021, The WAAS were commissioned 

by an AHRC funded consortium of Manchester 

Metropolitan University, Social Art Network 

and Axis for Social Art for Equality, Diversity 

and Inclusion (SAFEDI). “In the picture WAAS are smiling. They often smile. They are polite 
and nice and insistent. It makes them easy to discount and hard to 
refuse.”
Anna MacDonald, Researcher
Photo © Catherine Harder



Gallery: Starting Point

We chose to situate our SAFEDI 

investigation at the National Gallery, 

London.  We wanted to explore a large, 

prominent institution with a permanent 

collection with our group of participants.



Participants: Pregnant folks, Doula, Gallery Owners, SAFEDI Team

● Women and people in pregnancy, 

● A doula

● SAFEDI team members

● Gallery Owners



Visit to NG with pregnant participants, doula, new mum and grandmother
● We explored the gallery and the collection.

● Navigated the space with a baby and pushchair

● The Gallery was uncomfortable when pregnant.  Not 

enough benches.

● The participants didn’t identify themselves in the 

collection and felt that there was a ‘Flat’ portrayal of 

motherhood.

● Participants expressed a new appreciation for the 

Virgin Mary now that they had a baby.





The Game : The Milky Way
● Game players given a folder, map of gallery, sticker 

sheet, game board with the titles of the paintings.

● There are 24 paintings depicting breastfeeding in the 

collection, only 13 are on display.  Participants have to 

identify the 13 paintings on display using a map and 

match the stickers of close up images of 

breastfeeding in the paintings with the correct title 

on the game board.

● Participants were invited to focus on women and 

their experience and the way that this was 

represented in the paintings.

● Other gallery visitors and gallery attendants joined in.
“The game was really sophisticated and interesting” 
R.M. Sánchez-Camus, Social Art Network





“The work WAAS made at the National 
Gallery kept me moving between the 
sticky body, kitsch sugary chocolate and 
the heavens. The smallness of the 
stickers, the tactile memory of  stickering 
was such a long way from the 
permanence and grandeur of the 
artworks on show. It gave me a sense of 
ownership, like I was on a secret mission 
that was mine and not to be messed 
with.” 

Anna MacDonald

Feedback and Quotes



“The game allowed me to 
approach the space in a playful 
way - I enjoyed myself and as a 
consequence general visitors 
around me became curious and 
engaged with me and my group 
with nice exchanges and 
interactions.”

Feedback and Quotes



“I talked to a lot of people about 
breastfeeding, something that it 
is usually hard to talk about, 
especially to strangers. So it 
easily becomes a taboo topic - 
and yet it was fine discussing it as 
something that is relevant to 
people for many different 
reasons.”

Feedback and Quotes



“I'd love for the NG and other museum 
collections to consider how their choice 
of what goes on show from their 
collections, how it is interpreted in 
keeping with current audiences, can be 
much more accessible to different 
demographics, and how social artists can 
help with this process.”

Feedback and Quotes
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